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2 Introduction 
This proposal seeks three years of renewed 

funding f i  DOE Grant DEFG05ER40827, 
entitled "Nudear Theory with Applications to 
Astrophysics and Particle Physics", The pro- 
pusd foams  primady m thee topics that are 
emphasized is the 1996 NSAC long-range plan: 
auelear structure near the drip ha, neutrino 
physics, and nuclear &raphysics. Despite a p  
pearing in different sections of the long-range 
plan, these are not three completely sepa- 
rate topics; they all play a role, for example, 
ia supemova nucleosynthesis, which proceeds 
through dripline nuclei in an environment that 
may also contain large numbas of neutrinos. 
Havin,a worked on aspects of all three topics h 
recent yeam, I am ia. good position to  seriously 
address nucleospth&i and other %er&d- 
plbwq" pheaomena, 

Much of this proposal, therefore, de& with 
the development of theoretical t%caaifiues for 
studyipg unstable nuclei on either side of .the 
d e y  of stability, and their application to ex- 
plosive nucleosynthesis. The site of the 2- 
process, which makes many of the heaviest 
elements, is still not really hm, and bet- 
ter cakdations o f  e-g. crucial betedecay and 
neut~cwaptum rates in neutron-rich nuclei 
will help to ideat* it. Proton-rich nuclei play 
a critical d e  in the p-psocess, which is atso 
not well understood; here a goad theoretical 
treatment of nuclear properties d help not 
ody in studying nvcleosyathesis but 8150 in 
defining important issues for upcoming exper- 
iments with radioactive beams. Traditional 
may-body methods often cannot be directly 
applied to these regions of the nuclide chast; 
several modifications that will &os them to  
axe outlined in sections 3.1 and 3.2. 

1 also propose to investigate the rob played 
by nudear physics in doublebeta decay and 
soler-neutrh captnze, processes that are ex- 
ploited by experbents to determine neutrino 
properties. A h &  aIl of the experkepts rely 
on calculations, which need impravement, to  
untangle the neutrino physics h m  the nudear 
phenomena responsible for detection. Here 

too, many-body methods mixst be a ~ t m d a  to 
allow better CaICuJatkm; m y  ideas appeaJ ia 
section 3.3 

Most of this research glan arises & e l y  
from prior work, the p8st 24 years of w&& 
is described n x t  (together with backmud 
for proposed projects). This work - some 
of it completed, some onping - ehares 6th 
the new ideas proposed in section 3 the ob- 
jective of exlending nuclear theory into Ipeigh- 
boring fields. Continued research at t!m inter- 
face d nuclear pbyaica, mtrophysics, aad par- 
ticle physics k sordy needed. Exp~~ imt~&,~  in 
these other disciplines are excitiag buk cannot 
be kterpreted without understanding the IYU- 

clear physics that &e& both the phenomena 
under investigation and the detectors used to 
investigate them. 

PERIOD OF SUPPORT; 15 J~UZU-Y 1994 - 
14 Jasuary 1997. 
TITLE OF PROJECT: Nucleat Th&ry with 
Applications to Astrophpsics and Particle 
Physics- 

Joaathan Bennett (pcrstdodoral fellow). 
P B m # m L :  J O M W  Engel (pd.}, 

2.2 Research Under Current Grant . 
Many of the topics discussed here 
take& points for projects proposed 

later. This s&ioa, which discusses work 
completed or in progress, therefore con- 
tains much of the background for the 
program in section 3 as well, 

(A) Timereversal violation 

Arouad the time the current proposal WBS 
funded, X moved to the UrAvemiQ- of North 
Carolina and began m r b g  with expexhnen- 
daLsts at the Triangle Universities Nuclear 
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, ' Labcratory ( T W ) ,  a low-esergy facility op- 

er&tcd jointly by UNC, Duke and North Gar- 
*' olizaa State. The lab had recently coruiucted 

sew experiments in the &Id of symmetry- 
violation, and I became inherested in the  OR- 
sibility of violating timereversal (T) in&- 
a c e  in nuclei. T-vidation has been obse- 
only in the kaon system and its muse is dill 
IJZIIQW~. Though the most commo~z ex- 
planation - SmalI phase la the Kob~ya~hi- 
Maghwa matrix - precludes absmble ef- 
fects at nudear energies, physics from beyond 
the standard model could comdvabb gaerate 
t hemll]. 

My first project in this area was an a d -  
ysk of a TUM, search for T-violation with- 
out parity (P) violation j, the scattering of 
pahdzed aeutmas k o n ~  h o ~ m [ 2 ] .  
By constructing aa effective T-vioXating P- 
coxaxi-ving {T"C) optical potentid for &he? 
neutrons (with Drs. C. Godd and V. Edzdo), 
I trwlated the e?FpeFimezbl tapper b a u d  on 
a particular scattering observable into a limit 

./ 
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on g.,, the TVPC cortpl'ng of the p m a m  to 
the nucleon {the pion cannot couple to the nu- 
cleon in this way[3J, s(, the p is the lightest 
maon that ca,n transmit a TVPG interaction). 
This work[4] &owed the W t e  set at TUNL to 
be compared t o  those from other experiments, 
which measure different quantities, provided 
they too are translated into a bowd OD. pp. 
The TUPJL expeximezlts resulted ia the limit 
g p  5 10-2, a similar d u e  to  that extracted p r e  
viously from measurements of electricdipole 
moments irz atoms[S]. 

Together with Drs. M.T. Resell  and I?. VO- 
gel, I then performed a s i d k  trasslation[6] 
of a long uIlinterpreted measuremeat of 7-ray 
htederence in 57Fe[7J. Completely Mereat 
techniques were required here; we ended up 
doing a largebasis shell model calnrlation. r e  
aulting in a limit on &, that waa again of or- 
der low2. Because of a lack of collective en- 
haacmnent these limits are dl fairly weak, but 
are dif€icult to improve upon nonetheless. I 
therefore decided to reexamhe the question 
of whether extra-standard-model physics couid 
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cause $,, to be close to lov2 without contra&* 
ixzg any exhting data. Xn collaboration with 
Drs. P. Freanpton and R Spririger, I ended up 
showin@] that ia. any reasonable model Jip is 
very udi!ceIy to larger than lom8! T& result, 
obtained &er a valuable education in ef€ective 
field theory[9], implies that all mudem experi- 
ments must ~ p m  dramatically before hav- 
ing a reasonable chance of seeing B non-zero 
T W C  effect. The ball is ngw in the experi- 
meatalists' court, and they are thinking care- 
fully about how to proceed. 

(E) The rareearth r-process bump 

About a ye- s g ~  Rebecca Surman, a new 
graduate stadenk here, began working with m e  
on r-process nucleosynthesis[lO]. CaUborat- 
ing with Rr. Brad Meyer, a supemom physi- 
cist at Clanson, we began to ex&e a l o d  
maximum in the solassystem elemental abu-  
dances near A = 160. 'This ubump" ha.s long 
been thought to be somehow connected with 
deformation[ll], but no more detailed ex&+ 
nation exists, Dr. Meyer's campla strperndva 
simulations have recently been producing a 
bump, however, and o w  task wze to  isolate 
the important physics and e x p l a h  why. 

Studying the r-process (v i s  fbr rapid) is an 
important p& of the research proposed in sec- 
tion 3, so I bridy describe it here. This kind of 
nucleosynthesis o c m  h an environment, the 
exact location of which is still under debate, in 
which the ffux of neutrons is so hi& that the 
rate for neutron capture b much larger than 
that of beta decay. Under these conditiom p r e  
existing nuclei capture many neutrons until, 
roughly speaking, the process cornea into equi- 
librium with photodisintegration, populating 
one or more neutron-rich isotope of a given ei- 
ement far &m the valley of stability- The nu- 
clei re& in equilibrium concentrations until 
a P- decay €inally changes one of their new 
trons into a proton, so that the resulting nu- 
cleus is more bound. Then. the mutr~a cap- 
ture proceeds anew until equilibrium is reached 
again. When the flux of neutrons and/or the 
temperature finally decrease (probably after a 



few seconds), the set of very neutron-rich nu- 
cIei just created dong the r-process path beta 
decay down towards the v&ey of stab&@. All 
the stable heavy nuclei slightly OE the bottom 
Of the valley, w d  a~ ma~y of those at the 
bottom, are thought to be made in thh way. 
For future rekence, it should be mentioned 

+fiat j, r d b  the picture is a Gttle more c4m- 
plicated; neutrinos m y  also pky a s i a c a a t  
role. And too, there is sigdificade uncertainty 
in the masses and beta-demy lifetima of the 
unstable and unmeasured nuclei far &om sta- 
bility that appear h simulations, $6 that the 
situation is not well understood quantitatively. 
Zn section 3 I pmpase projects that ad&ess 
bath these issues, 

Simulations are useful despite their lim- 
itatiolls, however, and an andysh o€ ours 
eventually turned up startling results. We 
discovered[12] that in equilibrium, when the 
temperature and neutron density are high, 
there is no trace of the rare-earth bump; in- 
atead it appears only when these quantities 
drop, photodisintegration and capture slow, 
and the the r-process ' Y r e e ~ s  out" - The bump 
is caused by a region of maximum deformation 
around 2 = 60, N = 104 (some distance off the 
drip line) that is traversed as the nuclei beta- 
decay tawards the valley of stability. The de- 
formation makes these nuciei more bound than 
heavies nuclei popdated at the same t h e ,  md 
they therefore are slower to photodisintepte. 
As a result the deformed nuclei h a m e  in 
abuadaucc (neutron capture is still ocnurrhg 
at a nonnegligible rate during freezeout), and 
when all the beta decay is $Pished an abun- 
dance peak r d  around A = 160. 

The reason this mechanism was hard to iso- 
late is that physicists traditiooxrally have mn- 
centrated on the larger peaks that form around 
dosed neutron she& whew the r-pmmss is in 
eqilzlibtium, and have act paid much attention 
to  what: happens later. Freezeout is di6cult 
to t k  about c lwiy  because the concept of 
equilibrium, which is SQ useful in guiding ow' 
thinking, m longer applies. But freeaebut is 
more than just beta decay, as we have convinc- 

ing~ shown. The reduced but &ill s i ~  
ra ta  of disintegration and capture d 
period are what iS respomii1e for the 
abmdaace of rase-earth nuclei. 

IC) Structure of weakly bound pairs 
A creative mupmat with Dr. &u& pit- 

tel of the Bartal fastitute allowed w to jahtly 
hire Dr. Jonathaa Bennett as a postdoctad 
fellow, with halfthe necessary moneys CDnring 
fc.om my DOE grant and half from Dr. Pit- 
tel's NSF grant. Dr. Bennett wsg here h m  
Hovember 1994, until April 1996, before mav- 
ing to the Bartol hstitute to h i s h  his appoht- 
ment. Ee has been working with us to study 
nuclei far from stabWty that play m impor- 
tant role iu the r-process ju& described. One 
of onz kst goals is ap kuprcnwd crzlculation of 

decay in r-process mdei aroued neutron 
closed-shells, a project discussed in more de- 
tail later. Our intent is tq apply the broken 
pair appraximation[l3], a number conserving 
version oEBCS (roughIy speaking) with broken 
pairs taking the pIace of quasiparticles. This 
is a shell-model baaed tehTtique, requiring a 
coofigvation space with a h i t e  number of IC+ 
calized single-paicle states. 

Recent work by DobaclRwaki, Nazarewicz, 
and cobborabrs[l4] raised a potential dif- 
ficulty; they showed that the colit;inuum 
strongly S e c t s  pairing h weakly-bowrd 
neutron-rich nuclei, confronting us with the 
necessity of accounting for continuum effects 
in a discretebasis framework. To sw whether 
this was possible[lS] we exaazined a model 
comisting of two valence nuclmns bound by 
a three-dimensional square-well (representing 
the mean field of a heavy nucleus) and inter- 
acting via a delta-function two-body force[ltiJ. 
We adjusted the depth of the well so that the 
d e n c e  orbitals were bound by a few MeV or 
1-6, and put the entire system in a very large 
bax, the effect of which was to replace the con- 
tinuum by a set of closely spaced discrete lev- 
els. Our results showed, h t ,  that after di- 
agonalization only those continuum states cor- 
responding to resonances were present in the 
full hebody  wave function. Futthermore, the 
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manp single-particle states w i t h  a given reg. 
o w c e  (each resonance had a nonzero width) 
could be replaced by one optimally chosen iiP. 
ear combhation. The net result was that the 
wave function of the pair could be represented 
atxurately out to a distance considerably be- 
ydnd the edge of the well in a s d  &mete 
singhpartide basis co-ting of bound states 
and a few optkmdy chosm quasibomd states 
representing the continum Though stridtly 
speaking we pmved all this only in a simpre 
model, there is M reason to tbink it not true 
generally. We are nbw coddent we can appIy 
shell-madel-based methods such as the broken- 
pair approximation to weakly-bound neutron- 
xi& r-process nuclei; our plans are described 
In detail in section 3+L . 
(D) Neutron-proton pairing and isospin 
sy mmetfy 

lie the proton-rich nuclei, thought to be made 
via rapid proton capture in what is called the 
VproceSS”. U&e their neutron-rich C Q ~ -  
teqxwts, these nuclei are close enough to st% 
bility (the Coulomb interaction limits the n u -  
ber of protons) to be studied with radioactive 
beams in the near future. Among the impor- 
tart% nuclei are those at the middle or end of 
fp-ahell with N i= 2. They we different from 
their s&eheU cowrterpatts in that the odd-odd 
N = 2 nuclei have isospin T = 1 rather than 
0, suggesting an ephanced role for the neutron- 
proton isovedor pairing interaction. 
In more stable nuclei of comparable m853, 

isovector pairing is known to occur between 
B e  patticles, and one would expect the gexler- 
&ation to neutroD-proton pairing in N w 2 
nuclei to be straightfomatd. Despite a sig- 
d c a m  amount of work on the subject[17], 
however, the neutms-pmton correhtions have 
never been completely uadststood. The rea- 
son h that the BCS-Eke &.amework used to 
study them violates isospin (the quasiparticles 
are part neutron and part proton), and with 
rare exceptions[l$] the calculated wave fonc- 
tions have not been properly projected onto 
states with good isospin. 

On the other side of the d e y  of stability 

In a recent paper[lgj, collaboration with 
Dm. VOGl and K. Lauganke, I att&d &e 
pairing problem differen’cly, in a bd~pip. 
COnSerVhg hamework. We first Idoked the 
number of neutron-proton pairs as a fuaction 
of A =I N t  Z and Ta = N - - 8  in a simple 
model, based on the group SO(6) and consist;- 
ing of a two-body isovector pairing interaction 
in a Single j-~hd[20]. [An extension of th;s 
group to include isoscatar pairing plays m im- 
portant role jn the research proposed see- 
tion 3.1 The results: In even-even nuclei, when 
N = 2, there are qual numbers of neutron- 
proton, neutron-neutron, and proton-proton 
pairs; when neutroos are added the number of 
neutron-proton pairs initially dzcsps, (while the 
numbers of neutron-neutron and pratun-pmCon 
pairs increase), t h n  fazls off more slowly. h 
addition, the odd-odd nuclei *th N = 2 have 
a few more neutron-proton pairs than the even- 
even nuclei ~btained by nddifig a pmton and 
neutron. None of these reults aze too hard 
to understand; they represent the competition 
between neutron-neutron, proton-proton, and 
neutron-proton pairing, described in detaiI in 
Ref. [19]. What is r e m h b l e  is that detailed 
sheU model calculations, using recently devel- 
oped MonteCarlo techniquesfZl], yielded re- 
sults that were nearly identical. The persk- 
te~ct of the patterns produced by the S ~ Q -  
ple model in much more realistic calculations 
suggests that red nuclei d exhibit the same 
subtle competition between the three kinds of 
isavector pairs. 

Uolfortunately nobody has M y  realized the 
importasce of isospin projection in the more 
t r a d i t i d  treatments of pairing, and as a con- 
sequence such calcdatiom have fielded com- 
pletely different results. Irl section 3.2 I pro- 
pose to indude projection in BCS-llfre methods 
with the expectation Gbat they d then cor- 
r&dy express the correlations that until now 
have gone unnoticed. 

(E) 

It is widely believed that most of the mat- 
ter in the universe is non.I&ous or ’dark”. 

Detection of galactic dark matter 
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It is also b&eved that not atl she dark mat- 
ter can exist in € d a r  forma l i e .  baFyons), 
and a variety of altendive candidates have 
been codsidered. 0.ae of the most aktractive 
is the ‘lightest neutralino”, a (hypothetical) 
neutral particle predicted by supersymmetry 
with a msss ip the GeV to TeV range. Should 
these pxtieles make up a substantid camp* 
nent of the darlt matter in our galaxy, it may 
be possible to detect them through their ektic 
scattering from nuclei in highly sensitive (e.g. 
bolometric) detectors[22, 231. To d u a t e  the 
results of R ~ W  experiments and/or aid in their 
planning, we need to Upderstacl in detail how 
neutralinos might Latetact with detector nu- 
dei. The dcvelopmemt and application of an 
appropriate formaism has been azl important 
part of m y  research dver the Iast seiren years. 

DWag this time, in collaboration with sev- 
ad people, I defined the nuclear spin f o m  fac- 
tom that characterize the neutd.b+nucIeus 
interaction, and cdctb ted  them carefully in 
many of the nuclei used in existing or prospec- 
tive detectors. A review of this work prior to 
1992 appears in Ref. [24]. Since then I have 
cornpIeted what I consider the most impanant 
tasks in this field, cdculathg the a038 sections 
of neutralinos from 73Ge[25] and dca(261, 
which contains sevwetl elements. The former 
is the central ingsedient in a low-temperature 
detector aIready in operation[27], and the Iat- 
ter is QOW being mined dtEp underground and 
scaased for tracks made by nuclei &et COIL 
sions with aeutr&os[23]. Cdc-uhting the rel- 
evant nuciear structure in each of these materi- 
als required specialized methods and substan- 
tial mmericd wmk. 

Germaukam proved particularly difEcult; it 
is know-a to exhibit a complicated mexistence 
af oblate and prolate deformdion. While such 
physics can be reliably treated in even-werl 
nuclei, for example with the “excited VAM- 
PZR” method[29), an analogous treatment of 
odQmass nuclei is more: diflicult. Several years 
ago, however, a new “hybrid” scherne[30] was 
proposed €or treating the collective structure Qf 
complm nuclei. While the method has much in 

EOJIXDOIX with the VAlMpIR appro* 
is based on the idea of mixing ~ 

determined Dxean-fieId states in which 
tries axe brakes and hter 
not break partide number symmetry, but 
stead permits the breaking of W 9-~.mmetry. 
Recent work by sevexal groupe[31,32] ~uggwks 
that trading number nancollservatbn ikr tri- 
axialiky is a, good idea Dr. V. Dimitrov, one 
of the developers of this method, cobboated 
with Dr. Pittel and me h appiyiag it to 73Ge. 
The result was a reliable description of the deli- 
cate ground-state properties (like the magnetic 
moment) that determine the response ofger- 
mmim to neutralinos. In section 3.3 (B) we 
propose applying the same mahod t o  improve 
a Galcuiation of  solar-neutrino capture by €9 
dine, dkuased immediately bulow. 

(F) Iodine as a solar neutrino detector 
In 1988 Haxton[33] suggested that ~II UTI- 

dergraund vessel contaiaing lz7f muId make 
a good high-statistics solar-neutrino detector, 
requiring little new technology. Xn 1991[34], 
in collaboration with Drs. Pittel md Vogel, I 
tested this hypothesis by diagonalizing a E 
matrix hamiltonian in a space of 1- and 3- 
qtassipadicle states and evaluisting the mat& 
elements of the Camaw-1ckller operator &+ to 
all similar srates in lnXe below the neutron 
emission threshold of 7.2 MeV. Our results in- 
dicated that although he wag & bit opthaistic, 
Haxton wag esseatialIy carred. We also found 
hints that the relative m s s  sectioo for solar 
7Be neutrinos veksw those h m  ‘B was con- 
siderably higher than in exislhg detectors. 

Subsequent developments prompted ug to 
return to 1 2 7 ~  FWO years ag0[38]. Results &om 
the GALLEX experiment[36], c d i n e d  with 
other measuremente, eugg-ted that an aceu- 
rate determination of the 7Be aeutrin0 flux 
witt be critical in discriminating among pm- 
~ o a e d  solutions to the solat-neutrino pToblm; 
a precise theoretical understanding of the &s- 
sociated neutrino cross section in iodine there 
fore assumed more importance. Furthermore, 
experiments[37] at LAMPF to PartiuY C d -  
brate the detector by measuring the rePome 
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of iodirre to higheraergy (w 30 MeV) neutri- 
~ C E I  &om muon decay were keportmg prekui- 
naxy results. We therehe took amend steps, 
e.g. the we of a better interattion and the in- 
&&ion of quadrupole vibrations, to improve 
our catculation of the response to s o h  mu- 
trinos, and also carpied out a dcubtioa of 
the L W F  ~ ~ 0 6 8  Section. Om pointed 
to a very large cross section for solar neutri- 
nos &zn ‘Be, With greater confidence than 
our initial work- The k g e  crass section in 
tm prompted me, with Drs. P. Ec;tastev and 
K, Laade, to anrrlyze the &m that an i+ 
diae detector could by itself Usolve” the solar 
neutrino pmblem[38]. We fouad the prospects 
of distinguishing between the two st3.I dowed 
regions of MSW parameter space [ i . ~  dmmd 
masses and mixing aagles) to be quite goad, 
though compromised by the mcerkbty in the 
dadations of Fte€ [%I. 

Ultimately, of course, the iodlne detector 
will naed to be i idy  cdibrated. But whlte 
other prospective Besensitive detectors (like 
B 0 ; R E m O )  are still several y e w  away, an 
iodine detector will probably be operatidg by 
the end of the year, and the numbers it r~ports 
should be interpreted with as much confidence 
as possible. The situation calfs clearly for m- 
other iatproved calculation of the reIevant clcoss 
sections, which I propose in section 3.3 (E). 

Before mwing on 1 return 20 our calm- 
latian o f  the & W F  cross section, where 
something attracted our attentiou: the higher- 
energy neutrinos s-ed to excike law-Lying 
states through %t-.forbiddan” operatoss with 
.larger-tban-expe&ed probability. Some of Chis 
effect was due to our hnited model space, but 
there are  reasam to  expect that not alI the 
first fcvrbidden strength should be conceatrated 
near the giant dipole monaace, as is usuaIly 
believed. Zow-lying hrbidden streagkh could 
play aa importaut role in the r-process, chad I 
propwe to explow it in that context in section 
3.1 (C), 

(G)  Neutrino physics at  LSNO 
The graup operating the Large Sciatil- 

Iatioa Neutrino Detector (LSND) bas re- 

~entfy annOmccd startling evidence of neu- 
trino oscilla.tions[39]. Since no other expd- 
ments cad currently confirm or refute this 
covery, it is important to try to und-ad 
whether LSND is really ~rk ing ~e advertised, 
Fortunately, tbe group has used the same de- 
tector to make other meas~re~~~mts[M], the re 
s u l b  of which cstn be compared with c d d a -  
tiom. Several of these measurements involve 
&e scatter- of muon oc eIectran amtrinos 
from l2C, resulting in 89 outgoing lepton and 
a state in I2N. The detectar is able to  separate 
h.assitiorrs to the ground state of this nuclew 
from those that leave it excited. Theorisnj have 
tried to calculate the incrWive (&e. .summed 
over all states) mos8 secOions[4l]; their results 
for electron neutrirtos agree well with the ex- 
periment, but for muon neutrinos some of the 
caldations disagree by up to 50%. One ex- 
pianation is that the experimenters have not 
properly modeled their flux af muon neutriam, 
which come from the decay of pions in fIight. 
To test this hypotheis, Drs. Vogel, E. Xolbe, 
E. Laaganfre, and I, using several d8erent 
mod&, carried out a careful calculation[42] 
of the muon-neutrino-induced crQm S W ~ ~ O R  t o  
the ground state of lZlV - the exclusive reac- 
tion. The mod& were required to reproduct: 
reIated data involvhg the same states m their 
isobar analogs: @*-decay of laN. the inelastic 
elechoexcitation and gamma decay of the l* 
state at 15 MeV in 12C, and muon capture 
the ground state of zaB- 

We found that when w;oase-rdned by these 
data all the modeh, which included sevad 
varisota of the shell mode1[43], the random 
phase approxinaation[44], and the “elementary 
pattide treatmeatn[45J, e v e  nearly identical 
results, which in tuna weed well with the 
experimentd data The agreement vindimtes 
the LSND group, showing that it haseorrectly 
modeled the normahtion of mutrim 3w and 
d e  no obvious errom in its estiruates of de- 
tector efficiency. The disagmmeat between 
calculations aad experiment in the inclusive re- 
action remains puzzling, 
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